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Message froM the chair

DepartMent of MatheMatics news

the 2009–10 academic year, which 
started with the tragic loss of our 
colleague paul tseng, was trans-
formed into a most exciting one 
by our students and faculty. high-
lights you will read about in this 
newsletter include the putnam fel-
lowship won by will Johnson, the 
Uw sophomore and Junior medals 

awarded to mark Bun and will Johnson, the selection 
of the team of mark Bun, Jerry li, and ian Zemke as 
one of the nine outstanding winners among the 2,254 
teams that participated in the mathematical contest 
in modeling, the Dean’s medal and a national science 
foundation (nsf) graduate fellowship won by nate 
Bottman, an equally prestigious Department of energy 
graduate fellowship awarded to genia vogman, nsf 
postdoctoral fellowships awarded to Jim gill and our 
phD graduate catherine williams, the election of gun-
ther Uhlmann as siam fellow, the selection of Julia 
pevtsova for a career award, and the sloan research 
fellowship won by max lieblich.

the numbers of undergraduate majors in our programs 
continue to rise. at the end of the academic year, there 
were 421 majors in the mathematics undergraduate 
program and 265 majors in the joint acms (applied 
and computational mathematical sciences) program. 
each of these numbers is a new record, and the total 
number of 686 betters the previous high by over 100.

During the year ending august 31, fifteen students 
completed the phD, which is another record. more 
important than the annual record is the longer-term 
trend: since 2004 we have averaged eleven phDs per 
year compared to a historical average of about 6.5. 
since the typical phD in mathematics takes five to 
six years to complete, this reflects the investments 
in our graduate program made over the past dozen 
years: financial support from a range of public and 
private sources, as well as the tremendous mentor-
ing, instruction and research supervision provided by 
the Department’s faculty. in particular, our graduate 
program benefited from two five-year vigre grants, 

now followed by an rtg grant, both from the nsf, 
and from a number of new endowments established by 
the Department’s friends and alumni.

Despite the tight job market, our phD graduates con-
tinue to place into excellent positions. During the past 
three years alone, they have received postdoctoral 
appointments at penn, columbia, princeton, stanford, 
northwestern, mit, Uc Davis, UBc and warwick, and 
jobs at chevron, microsoft and google.

as students, teaching assistants and researchers, our 
graduate students make critical contributions to every 
aspect of the Department’s mission. the Department 
has worked very hard during the past dozen years 
to build a vigorous graduate program of nearly 90 
students. i am very pleased to see that we have main-
tained the size, quality and morale of the program 
even as we go through the worst economic crisis of 
our lifetimes. the graduate students remain a top pri-
ority. they are an amazingly talented, dedicated and 
successful group, and we will continue to make every 
effort to keep it that way.

– Selim Tuncel
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Pictured (front cover): 

Upper left: Julia pevtsova and Max Lieblich – see pages 6 and 7. 

Middle right: nate Bottman and will Johnson – see pages 8 and 4. 

Lower left: 2010 McM outstanding winner team (Jerry Li, ian Zemke, Mark Bun) – see page 13.
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last march math and computer science major will Johnson 
placed among the top five in the william lowell putnam 
mathematical competition, becoming the first Uw stu-
dent to be named putnam fellow. this event touched off 
a flurry of response across the region, including articles in 
the Seattle Times, University Week, and The Daily, a Seattle 
Times editorial, and a washington state senate resolution 
recognizing will’s achievement and the contributing sup-
port of his teachers and family. 

Below is an article published in University Week, the faculty 
and staff newspaper for the University of washington. we 
thank University week and hannah hickey for permission 
to include the article.

last month stadiums reverberated as students on the Uw’s 
basketball team made it to the sweet sixteen round of 
the national collegiate athletic association tournament. 
meanwhile, over spring break another Uw undergraduate 
quietly claimed the top prize in U.s. collegiate mathematics. 
william Johnson, who is majoring in mathematics and com-
puter science, was named a putnam fellow, placing among 
the top five out of more than 4,000 students who competed 
this year. 

while this competition allows no spectators, winning the 
putnam is no less a feat than bringing home the ncaa 
title—especially when it’s an upset. 

“Just as Duke, Kansas, and Kentucky always seem to 
dominate in basketball, the putnam fellowships have been 
‘owned’ by harvard, mit and cal tech. it’s great to have a 
husky join them,” wrote president mark emmert. “our math 
department is truly remarkable in working with our stu-
dents, and a real point of pride for us.” 

the william lowell putnam mathematical competition is 
held each December by the mathematical association of 
america. the competition began in 1938, and is open to 
undergraduate students in the United states and canada. 
the Uw team had a strong finish the previous year, but this 
is the first time a Uw student has been named a putnam 
fellow. 

Johnson grew up in the seattle area and attended Kenmore’s 

UW Student Wins Mathematics Competition, Named Putnam Fellow

inglemoor high school. last year he placed sixth overall 
in the putnam, just two points away from being among the 
winners. he was recently named the Uw’s Junior medalist 
for earning the highest overall academic record for his class. 
this year he wins $2,500 and the honor of being named a 
fellow, a distinction that will follow him through his career. 

“this is huge,” said selim tuncel, chair of the mathematics 
department, noting that the list of previous winners includes 
many of the top names in the field. “will’s achievement is a 
combination of amazing talent and excellent mentoring on 
the part of my colleagues.” 

the Uw team has been coached for the past two years by 
ioana Dumitriu, a Uw assistant professor of mathematics 
who in 1996 was the first woman to be named a putnam 
fellow, and Julia pevtsova, also a Uw assistant professor of 
mathematics, who was a silver medalist in the international 
mathematical olympiad. 

“i am very, very proud of will,” Dumitriu said. “for me, 
it’s a matter of huge pride to have a putnam fellow that i 
helped train.” 

the coaches emphasize that they cannot take credit for 
Johnson’s performance. 

“no amount of coaching could get him there unless he was 
willing to put in the work and unless he had this special tal-
ent to begin with,” Dumitriu said. “it’s kind of like athletes. 

putnaM feLLow: wiLL  Johnson

will Johnson recalls one of the problems from the putnam exam that led to his 

being named a putnam fellow. Photo by Luke Springer
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there’s a tremendous amount of work that has to be put in, 
on top of a very good natural ability.” 

and, like athletes, a winning score requires focus and stam-
ina on game day. the putnam is 
a six-hour contest. competitors 
are given one set of problems in 
the morning and another in the 
afternoon. they must submit 
fully written-out proofs to get 
full credit. of a possible 120 
points, the average competitor 
scores 1 or 2. (Johnson scored 
around 100.) 

During fall quarter Dumitriu 
and pevtsova co-taught math 480a, the art of problem 
solving, which prepares students to write the putnam (stu-
dents in the course are not required to enter the contest). 
pevtsova and Dumitriu also hosted weekly evening putnam 
practice sessions that were attended by about 12 regulars 
and as many as 30 students. 

this year 19 Uw students wrote the putnam. four others 
placed in the top 500: yisong song, a freshman in pre-sci-
ences, steven rutherford, a freshman in computer engineer-
ing and Keyun tong, a senior in computer science and nate 
Bottman, a senior in russian and mathematics, who both 
placed in the top 500 last year. 

in addition to the coaching, Johnson credits his success to 
his religious beliefs, parents who encouraged an interest in 
mathematics from an early age, good math teachers, and 
two years of participation in the mathematical olympiad 
summer program in nebraska. 

none of Johnson’s teachers was surprised to learn of his 
win. 

“will will be famous. i don’t know what he will choose to 
do. it doesn’t matter. he will add originality and depth to 
anything he tackles,” wrote Jim morrow, a Uw professor of 
mathematics and one of the teachers Johnson singled out as 
an influence. 

and while Johnson excels in theorems and proofs, he also 
shows interest in applied problems. about a year ago John-

son approached richard ladner, Uw professor of computer 
science and engineering, to help with his mobile accessibil-
ity research because he wanted to work on a project that 

could have a positive impact on 
people. 

on his own initiative Johnson 
created a program that uses the 
vibration of an android phone 
to transmit Braille through the 
touch screen. Johnson’s tool, 
dubbed v-Braille, has been 
tested by members of the local 
deaf-blind community. 

“i have shown his v-Braille 
to colleagues around the country who have told me that 
v-Braille is ‘brilliant,’ ‘stunning,’ and ‘you should patent it,’” 
ladner writes. he says he has seldom met a student “who 
has such prodigious talent, works hard, and is so creative.” 

the other four putnam fellows this year hailed from har-
vard, yale and mit. though Johnson probably could have 
had his pick of these, he chose to attend the Uw. 

“i liked the campus, and i like the state of washington, 
where i grew up,” said Johnson, whose tuition was paid 
through the washington scholars program. 

Johnson has at least one more year of study at the Uw. 
after graduating he is considering working in computer 
programming or pursuing a graduate degree in mathemat-
ics. 

– HAnnAH Hickey, UniverSiTy Week

From the 2009 Putnam exam:
a game involves jumping to the 
right on the real number line. if 
a and b are real numbers and b > 
a, the cost of jumping from a to b 
is b3 – ab2. for what real numbers 
c can one travel from 0 to 1 in a 
finite number of jumps with total 
cost exactly c?
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max lieblich’s interest in mathematics was kindled when 
his grandfather, a chemist who was one of the masters of 
the actinide elements and an expert on photosynthesis, first 
told him about the square root of –1. originally intending 
to be a cellist, then a physicist, lieblich realized that what 
really beguiled him was mathematics. pursuing this interest, 
lieblich attended harvard, earned his phD at mit in 2004, 
spent a year at Brown and four years at princeton, and 
joined the Uw in 2009.

twenty-five years after his first taste of complex numbers, 
lieblich finds himself a practitioner of algebraic geometry, 
an area that is deeply intertwined with number theory, com-
plex differential geometry, pure algebra, and topology. in its 
earliest incarnation, algebraic geometry was the study of the 
geometric structure of solutions to polynomial equations. 
for example, the solutions to x2 + y2 = 1 form a circle in 
the plane. there is a strong interplay between the shapes of 
the equations and the properties of the solution set. in the 
example of a circle, we know that a line in the plane will 
generally intersect the circle in two points. the quadratic 
nature of the defining equation and this geometric property 
of intersecting with a line are “equivalent” properties.

through several centuries of work, these kinds of algebra/
geometry correspondences were broadened and deepened. 
we can now use the algebraic concepts of commuta-
tive rings and modules to distinguish an open space from 
a closed space, a doughnut from a sphere, or a cylinder 
from a cone. in fact, in spite of its humble origins study-
ing circles, algebraic geometry can now capture such an 
enormous panoply of geometries that it has become perhaps 
the most flexible geometric tool in mathematics. Using the 

techniques of algebraic geometry, one can even think about 
smooth manifolds in universes where 2 equals 0! (amazing-
ly enough, this is very useful, especially in number theory.)

lieblich’s major research contributions focus on bringing 
together ideas from disparate areas to study old problems 
with new techniques. Using the highly abstract theory of 
stacks, he has attacked classical problems in pure alge-
bra and classical algebraic geometry. his work on the 
period-index problem concerns fine structural properties 
of algebras that generalize hamilton’s famous quaterni-
ons; he showed that this problem is in fact a problem in 
geometry, and he drew together topological, geometric, 
and arithmetic techniques to give the best results presently 
known. his work with sándor Kovács on the shafarevich 
boundedness conjecture for families of smooth canonically 
polarized manifolds yielded a complete solution to this 
famously thorny problem. he has done foundational work 
on the moduli of objects in the derived category, an exotic 
flavor of geometry first arising from mathematical phys-
ics. Building on his work, researchers have recently made 
great strides in understanding these bizarre spaces and their 
numerical and limiting properties.

lieblich’s work has been the subject of several seminars in 
the United states and france. he has been invited to lecture 
on his results throughout the Us, europe, and asia. he has 
also been invited to give expository lecture series in ger-
many, italy, and india, and will be a visiting fellow at the 
newton institute in cambridge, england during part of 2011.

in addition to research, lieblich cares deeply about educa-
tion and effective mathematical communication. he mentors 

Sloan Research Fellowship Awarded to Max Lieblich

max lieblich has received a 2010 sloan research fellowship. 
these fellowships are awarded by the alfred p. sloan 
foundation with the goal of stimulating “fundamental 
research by early-career scientists and scholars of 
outstanding promise.”

sLoan feLLowship
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two graduate students in the Department, teaches talented 
high school students at the summer institute for mathemat-
ics at the University of washington (simUw), participates 
in the Uw math Day, and teaches both undergraduate and 
graduate courses. he has organized and co-organized semi-
nars at Brown, princeton, and Uw, co-organized a graduate 
student summer workshop on deformation theory at msri, 
and is co-organizing a workshop in January 2011 at the 
american institute of mathematics focused on the geometric 
aspects of certain problems in pure algebra.

the people and tools at the University of washington 
make it possible for lieblich to try new things and engage 
his students at many levels in ways that are relevant and 
interesting to them, both in person and through technol-
ogy. through traditional lecturing, free-form participatory 
classes, and small group discussions, he works hard to show 
his different audiences the profound beauty of all things 
mathematical.

Julia Pevtsova Receives NSF CAREER Grant

Julia pevtsova has been awarded a career grant by the national science foundation. these prestigious five-year 
grants are for junior faculty “who exemplify the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding research, excellent edu-
cation, and the integration of teaching and research within the context of the mission of their organizations.”

Born and raised in russia, Julia 
pevtsova received her phD from 
northwestern University in 2002. 
after a year at the institute for 
advanced study and two years at 
the University of oregon, she came 
to the Uw as an acting assistant 
professor in 2005 and became an 
assistant professor in 2008.

pevtsova’s research centers on 
modular representation theory, a branch of algebra that 
deals with groups of symmetries in vector spaces.  she and 
her collaborators are responsible for some of the most sub-
stantial advances in this theory in recent years.  in particu-
lar, her work has led to new connections between represen-
tation theory and algebraic geometry, another flourishing 
field, as well as other areas such as  algebraic topology.

in addition to her research, pevtsova has been heav-
ily involved in educational efforts going well beyond her 
regular teaching load for the benefit of students at all levels 

from kindergarten to graduate school. she has collaborated 
with associate professor ioana Dumitriu in coaching stu-
dents for the putnam competition (see the article on page 4), 
and in that connection they have developed a new under-
graduate course entitled “the art of problem solving.”

pevtsova is the driving force behind a remarkable group of 
programs to enrich the mathematical education of students 
in local elementary and middle schools and encourage their 
interest in mathematics. she began in 2005 by institut-
ing the math challenge program for students at montlake 
elementary school, which has now expanded to washing-
ton middle school. in an effort to extend the reach of such 
activities to students in other local schools, she has devel-
oped two programs on the Uw campus for middle school 
students: the monthly math hour, a series of lectures, and 
the math circle, an informal course that meets on sunday 
afternoons. these programs, staffed by a group of volun-
teers that includes pevtsova as well as some of our graduate 
and undergraduate students, have proved very popular.

�
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every year the national science foundation awards gradu-
ate research fellowships to outstanding students pursuing 
graduate degrees in the Us. one such student is nate Bott-
man, who last spring graduated from the Uw with both a 
Bachelor of science in mathematics and a Bachelor of arts 
in russian. not only were both degrees magna cum laude, 
but nate also capped his Uw career by earning a 2010 
Dean’s medal from the college of arts & sciences and a 
2010 outstanding graduate mathematics major award from 
the Department. 

“outstanding” is a word that has applied to nate repeatedly 
in his past four years at Uw. 

originally entering the Uw via the academy for young 
scholars, nate, a seattle native, began his undergraduate 
career at the age of 15. even in his early courses, nate was 
eager to understand the advanced mathematical concepts 
and proofs he encountered that most students do not 
confront until they are upperclassmen. his skill and talent 
soon earned him the Uw freshman medal, awarded to the 
sophomore having the highest scholastic standing after the 
first year of coursework at the University. 

it was but one of four major 
awards nate received that year: 
he was among the three mem-
bers of the Uw team that earned 
outstanding winner in the inter-
national mathematical contest in 
modeling by applying a math-
ematical approach to the problem 
of political districting. the american mathematical society 
chose nate as one of three american students to receive a 
math in moscow scholarship, which provided nate with a 
fifteen-week-long research experience at the independent 
University of moscow in the autumn of 2007. finally, in an 
award ceremony in september at the library of congress, 
nate became a recipient of an illustrious Davidson fellows 
scholarship. 

the Davidson fellows scholarship, begun in 2001 by the 
nevada-based Davidson institute, is awarded to “extraordi-
nary young people under the age of 18 who have completed 
a significant piece of work.” nate received $25,000 toward 
his schooling for his project titled “analytically Determining 

the spectra of solutions of the nls,” in which he deter-
mined the spectra of solutions for the nonlinear schröding-
er equation (nls) that describes wave propagation in fluids 
and plasmas.

after his time studying in moscow, 
nate returned to seattle, continu-
ing to excel. By april 2008 he had 
earned the Barry m. goldwater 
scholarship, awarded to under-
graduates intending to pursue 
careers in science, mathematics, 
and engineering. as universities 

may only nominate four undergraduates each year, the 
goldwater scholarship is one of the most prestigious in 
the United states. the Department also honored nate with 
the gullicksen award for the year, selected on the basis of 
excellence in the field of mathematics.

throughout his undergraduate career, nate was highly 
active in the life of the Department. 

“i think that all the different opportunities for interac-
tion and mentorship within the Uw math Department are 
outstanding,” writes nate. “i am thinking particularly of Jim 
morrow’s summer [research experience for Undergraduates] 
program...and the putnam preparation seminar that ioana 

featureD graDuate:  nate BottMan

Nate Bottman Graduates a Dean’s Medalist and NSF Graduate Fellow

nate Bottman, a Magna cum Laude graduate, leaves uw after earning two 

undergraduate degrees and a plethora of awards such as the arts & sciences 

Dean’s Medal and an nsf graduate fellowship, among others.

“i think that all the different 
opportunities for interaction and 
mentorship within the Uw math 
Department are outstanding.” 
 —nate Bottman
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Dumitriu and Julia pevtsova have been running for the last 
several years.”

the putnam preparation seminar nate mentions is linked to 
the annual william lowell putnam mathematical competi-
tion. nate participated in the competition every year during 
his time as an undergraduate, on multiple occasions placing 
individually in the top 500 of about 4,000, and in one year 
was a member of a team that scored 15th out of 405.

Beyond working alongside his fellow undergraduates, nate 
also helped to teach them. During the 2008-09 academic 
year nate was one of two undergraduate teaching assistants. 
in particular, nate served as ta for the math 334/5/6 hon-
ors advanced calculus sequence. says nate, “i realized soon 
enough that the location of the undergraduate ta office is 
no accident: anyone entering or leaving the building passes 
by, and students and professors would stop by on a daily 
basis to talk about interesting math problems, effectively 
integrating the undergraduate tas into the social life of the 
Department.”

nate has now begun his graduate career at m.i.t., where he 
is pursuing a phD in mathematics with the help of his nsf 
graduate fellowship. this quarter finds him exploring such 
concepts as algebraic geometry, riemann surfaces, and geo-
metric analysis. while nate is enjoying his time at m.i.t., he 
does have one regret: “i’m forced to take the subway every 
afternoon for a decent espresso.”

in awarding him the fellowship, the nsf has indicated 
their belief in nate’s potential: “fellows are anticipated to 
become knowledge experts who can contribute significantly 
to research, teaching, and innovations in science and engi-
neering.”

nate’s goal, as it has been for many years, is to fulfill this 
potential through becoming a mathematics professor. we 
in the Department have every confidence that he will do so 
with spectacular success.

– mike munz

UW Medalists in Mathematics

last year was an eventful one for mathematics majors 
and Uw medals. not only did nate Bottman receive 
the 2010 college of arts & sciences Dean’s medal 
for the natural sciences, but two other mathematics 
majors were honored with medals of their own:

the Uw sophomore 
medal, going to the junior 
having the highest scho-
lastic standing for the first 
two years of coursework, 
was awarded to mark 
Bun. mark is a double 
major in mathematics and 
computer science, and a 
member of our oustand-
ing winner team in the 2010 mathematical contest in 
modeling (see article, page 13). mark currently serves 
as ta for the math 134/5/6 honors calculus sequence.

the Uw Junior medal, 
going to the senior hav-
ing the highest scholastic 
standing for the first three 
years of coursework, was 
awarded to Will Johnson. 
will is a double major in 
mathematics and comput-
er science, and a putnam 
fellow (see article, page 
4). will currently serves as ta for the math 334/5/6 
honors advanced calculus sequence.
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“vigre had a tremendously positive impact on my math-
ematical career”, says robert miller, a Uw phD now on 
a postdoc at the University of warwick. “organizing the 
vigre-supported combinatorics pre-seminar enabled me to 
meet and interact with many experts in my research area” 
says graduate student andrew crites. “vigre projects with 
faculty convinced me that i wanted to become a research 
mathematician” says nate Bottman, a former Uw under-
graduate student now studying mathematics at mit.

what is this vigre? in 
1999 the Division of math-
ematical sciences at the 
national science founda-
tion started an ambitious 
program of large grants 
to mathematical sciences 
departments to change 
their culture. part of this 
change was to better con-
nect the various educa-
tional levels, from under-
graduates through graduate 
students, postdocs, and 
faculty. they named this 
initiative vertical integra-
tion grants for research and education, or vigre.

our Department combined forces with the applied math-
ematics and statistics Departments to make a joint pro-
posal for the first round of vigre funding, giving us some 
horizontal as well as vertical integration! we were awarded 
one of the first five-year vigre grants, which was worth 
several million dollars. subsequently we were one of only 
two universities to receive a second five-year vigre grant, 
this time worth four million dollars (the other one was the 
University of wisconsin). 

the lion’s share of vigre funding went to graduate stu-
dents, enabling students at critical stages in their career to 
fully focus on their research objectives, free from teaching 
or other responsibilities. one measure of how successful 
this has been is the steady increase in the number of phDs 
awarded (see graph, page 16).

But vigre has supported students in many other ways as 

well. it meant our students were able to travel to confer-
ences and workshops, to discuss their work and meet with 
experts. robert miller, quoted above, got vigre funding to 
participate in many conferences, including ones at Ucla, 
san Diego, Banff, Boston, and Barcelona, and feels these 
experiences were transformational for his career. in addi-
tion, vigre supplied funding for the graduate student 
summer schools held at the Uw, where our students joined 
others from around the country. the most recent of these 

was a summer school in 
probability last summer.

another big impact was 
involving many more 
undergraduates in research 
projects, with stipends 
paid with vigre funds. 
we could fund roughly 
two dozen projects per 
year, ranging from num-
ber theory to the model-
ing of brain tumors. nate 
Bottman’s undergraduate 
project involved establish-
ing a new property of an 
old concept, the arithmetic-

geometric mean, and this propelled him in the direction of 
research mathematics.

vigre gave us seed money for testing out innovative new 
ideas. a great example is the combinatorics pre-seminar. 
outside speakers preface their regular research seminar with 
an informal pre-seminar aimed at undergraduates, but with 
everyone invited, which describes the background, basic 
examples, and motivations for the later talk. a gradu-
ate student, such as andrew crites mentioned above, is 
in charge of running this pre-seminar. former organizers 
include Brant Jones, who went on to a vigre postdoc at 
Uc Davis, and Kurt luoto, now a postdoc at the University 
of British columbia and whose collaboration with a UBc 
faculty member began through the pre-seminar.

another great example has been math across campus, 
which brings outstanding speakers in the mathematical 
sciences to campus once a quarter for a general talk with a 

Last year’s Vigre fellows (from left): andrew crites, christopher Jordan-squire, Luke 

wolcott, Kiana ross, and cris negron.

VIGRE Retrospective

graDuate prograM
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Academic excellence Awards: 
stephen lewis • andrey sarantsev • yang yang

Teaching excellence Awards: 
andrew crites • lindsay erickson

ARcS Foundation Fellows: 
tobias Johnson • christopher mcmurdie • peter caday

Birnbaum Fellow: 
weiyang ning

GO-mAP Research Assistantship: 
sonali tamhankar

Hewitt Fellow: 
Kiana ross

mcFarlan Fellow: 
sweta suryanarayan

Graduate Student Awards for 2010-2011

mckibben and merner Fellows: 
Joel Barnes • David sprehn • James stark • andrey sarantsev

microsoft Scholars: 
tim carrell • mauricio Duarte • stephen mcKeown • James 
pfeiffer • Xingting wang • guangbin Zhuang • pal Zsamboki

RTG Fellows: 
matthew Badger • Joel Barnes • gregory Drugan • mark 
hubenthal • stephen lewis • lee patrolia • Justin tittelfitz

Tanzi-eggerton Fellow: 
ting Zhou

Top Scholar Awards: 
yajun an • alan Bartlett • Jing hong • hikaru Kiyo • stephen 
lewis • Kaloyan marinov • trevor mccarten • hanchao wang 
• yang song • yang yang

Tseng Fellow: 
Zsolt patakfalvi

typical audience of several hundred. this idea was so suc-
cessful that it has now attracted alternative funding from 
the Department, the college, and elsewhere.

vigre has helped us support outreach activities to our com-
munity. the montlake math challenge boosted the interest 
and math skills of two generations of elementary school 
students at a local elementary school. with vigre support, 
some of our undergraduate and graduate students shared 
their enthusiasm and knowledge about mathematics with 
younger kids. this program was particularly popular among 
the female students. the mother of one such girl said that 
it was amazing that her daughter would excitedly discuss 
math problems during dinner! after a successful launch 
thanks to vigre funding, the program at montlake elemen-

tary is thriving, now getting its support from other depart-
mental sources and nsf grants.

our vigre grant is now over, and indeed the nsf has mod-
ified its approach by ending vigre and concentrating on 
more focused programs such as research training groups. 
we are fortunate to have been recently awarded a large rtg 
grant, and this will help continue the legacy of vigre and 
its enormous positive impact on our department.

– DOuG linD
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The following undergraduate awards were presented to students during a ceremony last may. in addition to their 
award stipend, each student was given a book reflecting their mathematical interests, indicated in italics. 
 
Outstanding Graduating major: 
elisha allred (Bachelor of arts, teacher prep) – euler’s Gem: The Polyhedron Formula and the Birth of Topology 
           by David s. richeson 
adrian Barnard (acms) – The Weather of the Pacific northwest by cliff mass 
nate Bottman (Bachelor of science, comprehensive) – Plato’s Ghost: The Modernist Transformation of Mathematics 
          by Jeremy gray 
trevor mccarten (Bachelor of science, comprehensive) – The Man Who knew infinity: A Life of the Genius ramanujan 
              by robert Kanigel 
michael spillane (Bachelor of science, standard) – is God a Mathematician? by mario livio 
genia vogman (Bachelor of arts, standard) – Pythagoras’ revenge: A Mathematical Mystery by arturo sangelli 

Outstanding Student in Honors calculus: 
Jerry li (2nd year) – The enjoyment of Math by hans rademacher and otto toeplitz 
yisong song (1st year) – What is Mathematics? by richard courant and herbert robbins, revised by ian stewart

Gullicksen Award: 
tam Do – “e”: The Story of a number by eli manor 
ian Zemke – Six Themes on variation by robert hardt (editor)

in addition, Will Johnson and milda zizyte were awarded a Department of mathematics summer Undergraduate research 
fellowship and a paul tseng fellowship, respectively, to support their participation in the 2010 research experience for 
Undergraduates program at Uw, led by Jim morrow.

matthew Heid has been selected as the 2010 recipient of the 
mathematics Undergraduate endowed scholarship, which 
is renewable for up to four years with satisfactory progress. 
matthew is an incoming freshman with plans to be a math 
teaching major along with a second major in music. his 
goal is to teach high school mathematics. matthew was also 
a participant in last year’s summer institute for mathemat-
ics at Uw (simUw).

matthew joins previous scholarship recipients mimi fung 
and tam thanh, who are continuing their studies at Uw. 

Undergraduate Scholarships in Mathematics

Departmental Undergraduate Awards

unDergraDuate honors

leo Spizirri has been selected to receive the 2010-2011 
thomas Bleakney endowed scholarship in mathematics. leo 
is an outstanding student who is beginning his junior year 
at Uw after arriving in winter 2010 as a transfer student. 
he is working toward a Bachelor of science degree in math-
ematics. the scholarship is made possible by an endowment 
established by thomas p. Blakeney.
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in april, a team of three Uw undergraduates became the 
eighth team in nine years to be declared outstanding win-
ner in the mathematical contest in modeling. Below is an 
article published in University Week, the faculty and staff 
newspaper for the University of washington. we thank Uni-
versity Week and hannah hickey for permission to include 
the article. 

a team of Uw undergraduates has been declared an out-
standing winner in the 2010 mathematical contest in mod-
eling, putting them in the top nine out of 2,254 teams. 

this is the eighth team from the Uw to win this distinction 
in nine years.

“when they do it year after year, you start to expect it,” said 
selim tuncel, chair of the Dept. of mathematics. “But this is 
an amazing achievement.” 

the winning team consisted of mark Bun, a double major in 
mathematics and computer science; Jerry li, who is in the 
early entrance program; and ian Zemke, in mathematics. 
they won for their answer to the second of three problems—
a scenario that could have been a plot from the television 
show numb3rs. 

UW Team Tracks Serial Killers to Win Mathematical Contest in Modeling

the students’ winning paper converts distances to driving 
times and adds a dose of criminal psychology to try and 
pinpoint a serial criminal’s home base. they applied their 
tool to historical cases of the “yorkshire ripper” and the 
“atlanta child murder” and found that in both cases their 
method would have been able to predict the general loca-
tion of the killer’s residence. 

the Uw team faced especially intense competition this year, 
tuncel noted. in 2007, the Uw claimed two of the 14 top 
spots from a field of 949 teams. this year the competition 
drew more than 2,200 teams, of which 84 percent were from 
outside the United states. 

two other Uw teams were named meritorious winners, 
placing among the top 20 percent of all entrants this year. 

as in previous years, the team was coached by Jim morrow, 
professor in the Department of mathematics.

– HAnnAH Hickey, uniVeRSiTy Week

genia vogman, who last year received a Bachelor of arts in mathematics (along with a 
Bachelor of science in aeronautical and astronautical engineering with minors in applied 
math and russian), has been awarded a U.s. Department of energy graduate fellowship. 
the new fellowship program is designed to strengthen the nation’s scientific workforce by 
providing support to young students during the formative years of their research. 

genia is now using the fellowship to pursue a phD in the applied science and technology 
program at the University of california, Berkeley. her research involves the use of spectros-
copy to measure plasma properties such as temperature and density.

Department of Energy Graduate Fellowship Awarded to Genia Vogman
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Jim Gill has been awarded an 
nsf postdoctoral fellowship. gill, 
who joined the Department as an 
acting assistant professor upon 
completing his phD at wash-
ington University in st. louis in 
2009, plans to use the fellowship 
to continue his work in complex 
analysis here at the Department 
for another three years.

Gunther uhlmann was elected 
fellow of the society for indus-
trial and applied mathematics in 
honor of his contributions to the 
analysis of inverse problems and 
partial differential equations.

Gunther Uhlmann Elected SIAM Fellow

Jim Gill Recieves NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship

neal koblitz, who has been a vig-
orous supporter of mathematics 
in vietnam over many years, was 
awarded an honorary doctorate 
by the vietnam academy of  
science and technology.

Neal Koblitz Awarded Honorary Doctorate

facuLty news

the mathematics faculty fellowships are 
intended for research faculty below the rank 
of professor, or professors who are less than 
fifteen years past the phD, and recognize the 
importance and impact of research support 
for these colleagues. 

this year the Department has selected max 
lieblich and Julia Pevtsova to be the lat-
est recipients of this two-year award (see 
articles on pages 6 and 7). 

isabella novik, who was selected last year, continues as a 
faculty fellow this year.

New Mathematics Faculty Fellows

Faculty Promotions

Five faculty were promoted this autumn:

ioana Dumitriu was promoted from assistant professor to 
associate professor.

Andrew loveless was promoted from lecturer to senior 
lecturer.

John Palmieri was promoted from associate professor to 
professor.

William Stein was promoted from associate professor to 
professor.

yu yuan was promoted from associate professor to profes-
sor.
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Summer Sizzles with Math

the Uw campus was a hotbed of organized mathematical 
activity in the summer of 2010. as in all recent years, we 
hosted our regular group of annual programs, including the 
research experience for Undergraduates, run by professor 
James morrow, and the summer institute for mathematics 
at the Uw for high school students, to which several faculty 
and graduate students contribute. while in a typical summer 
there is often one other faculty or graduate student confer-
ence, this summer was exceptional.

first, there was an additional student-oriented program, 
the summer school in probability sponsored by the pacific 
institute of mathematical sciences, of which the Uw is a 
participating institution. this was the fifth in a series of 
such summer schools, but the first one to be held here. over 
a hundred students from all over the world came to attend 
two “main courses” (series of 15 lectures) and three “short 
courses” (series of 5 lectures) by distinguished experts on 
topics of current research interest in probability theory, as 
well as a variety of shorter talks by the participants. the 
members of our probability group (professors Burdzy, chen, 
hoffman, and pal) constituted four-fifths of the organizing 
committee, and chen was one of the short-course lecturers.

in addition to these programs for students, we hosted two 
international conferences honoring mathematicians with 
Uw connections. the first one was entitled “the mathemat-
ics of Klee and grünbaum: 100 years in seattle.” the “100 
years” refers to the combined lengths of the Uw careers 

of professors victor Klee, who died in 2007, and Branko 
grünbaum, still active at the age of 81. although one might 
expect such a conference to have a retrospective feel, it also 
encompassed new developments and looked to the future: 
one of the lectures presented the resolution of a longstand-
ing conjecture, and grünbaum contributed an edited and 
updated list of open problems that Klee had compiled some 
years earlier, which should provide directions for further 
research.

finally, in the second week of august there was a confer-
ence in honor of the 65th birthday of professor Kenneth 
goodearl of Uc santa Barbara, who received his phD from 
the Uw in 1971 and has maintained a connection with our 
department for many years as an affiliate professor. entitled 
“new trends in noncommutative algebra,” it comprised a 
broad range of lectures on that subject and its connections 
with other parts of mathematics and mathematical physics.

it all goes to show that although one might think of summer 
as the off-season on academic campuses, it is often the most 
exciting time for mathematics!

– JeRRy FOllAnD

participants of the “new trends in noncommutative algebra” (top) 

and “the Mathematics of Klee and grünbaum” (bottom) conferences.

suMMer eVents

��
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Graduate Alumna Receives NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship

MatheMatics Degrees

catherine williams, who earned her phD from the Department in spring 
2008 under the supervision of Dan pollack, has been awarded an nsf 
postdoctoral fellowship. these fellowships are among the most prestigious 
awards available for young mathematicians. her area of research lies at the 
intersection of general relativity and geometric analysis.

catherine’s phD thesis, “asymptotic behavior of marginally trapped tubes 
in spherically symmetric black hole spacetimes” explored the mathematical 
relationship between a quasi-local description of a dynamical black hole 
and the classical notion of the event horizon in einstein’s theory of general 
relativity. since completing her doctorate, catherine has spent two years at 
stanford University as a hans samelson & rtg postdoctoral fellow. she 
has been a participant in workshops at the newton institute in cambridge, 
UK, the institut mittag-leffler in Djursholm, sweden, the mathematisches 
forschungsinstitut, oberwolfach, germany, and the Birs center in Banff, canada. as a Uw graduate student, catherine 
received the Jocelyn Bell Burnell/ggr prize, awarded for the best student talk at the 23rd pacific coast gravity meeting, 
primarily a physics meeting. this award represents the extent to which williams is able to communicate mathematical 
research to a varied and interdisciplinary audience in a very effective manner.

catherine is now using her nsf postdoctoral fellowship at columbia University where she is working with professor mu-
tao wang.
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transit ions

the following students completed their doctorates in math-
ematics during the academic year 2009-10: 

Aleksandr Aravkin. his advisor was Jim Burke, and his the-
sis title was “robust methods in Kalman filtering/smoothing 
and Bundi adjustment.” aleksandr is now a postdoctoral 
fellow at the University of British columbia.

Robert Bradshaw. his advisor was william stein, and his 
thesis title was “provably correct computation of motivic l-
functions.” robert is now a software engineer for google.

Jonathan cross. his advisor was Jim Burke, and his thesis 
title was “spectral abscissa optimization using polynomial 
stability conditions.” Jonathan is now in relevance and 
ranking for Bing commerce at microsoft.

Ariana Dundon. her advisor was sándor Kovács, and her 
thesis title was “families of log canonically polarized variet-
ies.” ariana is now an assistant professor at montgomery 
college.

Julie eaton. her advisor was Jim Burke, and her thesis title 
was “variational properties of spectral functions.” Julie is 
now a visiting assistant professor at the University of puget 
sound.

Daniel Finkel. his advisor was sándor Kovács, and his the-
sis title was “on the number of fourier-mukai partners of a 
K3 surface.”

michael Goff. his advisor was isabella novik, and his thesis 
title was “Bounds on quantities related to simplical com-
plexes.”

Sean Holman. his advisor was gunther Uhlmann, and his 
thesis title was “generic uniqueness in polarization tomog-
raphy.” sean is now a visiting assistant professor at purdue 
University.

Antonio kirson. his advisor was sándor Kovács, and his 
thesis title was “wild automorphisms and abelian varieties.” 
antonio is now a presidential management fellow with the 
office of risk management and analysis within the Depart-
ment of homeland security.

Steven klee. his advisor was isabella novik, and his thesis 
title was “lower bound theorems for simplicial and cubical 
complexes.” steven is now a vigre postdoctoral fellow at 
Uc Davis.

Jacob lewis. his advisor was charles Doran, and his thesis 
title was “elliptic surfaces: normal forms deformations and 
applications.” Jacob is now an nsf international research 
fellow at the University of vienna.

Qiuying lin. her advisor was Jim Burke, and her thesis title 
was “sparsity and nonconvex optimization.” Qiuying is now 
working for t-mobile.

Robert miller. his advisor was william stein, and his thesis 
title was “empirical evidence for the Birch and swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture.” robert is now a postdoctoral fellow at 
warwick University.

James Vargo. his advisor was gunther Uhlmann, and his 
thesis title was “lens rigidity for riemannian manifolds 
with a magnetic field.” James is now a visiting assistant 
professor at texas a&m.

liang Xu. her advisor was Jim Burke, and her thesis title 
was “merging trust-region and limited memory technolo-
gies for large-scale optimization.” liang is now working on 
economic forecasting for microsoft.

Below is a list of those who finished their work at the 
uW with a master’s degree in mathematics, with each 
student’s advisor listed in parenthesis:

Tom Boothby (stein)

yelizaveta Gorstko (solomyak)

megan mccormick (thomas)

Bachelor’s Degrees

174 Bachelor’s degrees were awarded during the 2009–2010 
academic year: 117 in mathematics and 57 in acms.

Recent Degree Recipients

��
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In Memoriam: Paul Tseng

a memorial service for professor paul tseng was held in 
the walker-ames room on saturday, may 8, 2010. paul has 
been missing since august 13, 2009, when he disappeared 
on a solo kayaking trip on the Jinsha river near lijiang, 
in yunnan province of china, where he had been invited 
to give a talk at an international conference on numerical 
optimization and linear algebra. when he did not arrive at 
the conference site, his friends and colleagues initiated a 
search. it was eventually determined that paul arrived at the 
lijiang airport and took a taxi directly to a 
remote village on the Jinsha river, where he 
launched his kayak in rapid waters. an avid 
outdoorsman and very seasoned kayaker, 
paul had planned to kayak for three days on 
the Jinsha through a beautiful but mostly 
uninhabited mountainous region. his kayak 
and backpack were found on august 30 a 
few kilometers downstream from where he 
entered. it is believed that paul was a victim 
of an unfortunate accident. he is survived by 
his mother and his sister nora. 

paul joined the mathematics Department in 
1990. his voluminous and widely recognized 
research (over 120 journal papers) ranged over several fields 
including continuous optimization, discrete optimization, 
parallel and distributed computation, network and graph 
algorithms, and applications of large scale optimization 
techniques in signal processing and machine learning. he 
was one of the foremost researchers in numerical opti-
mization of his generation, at a time of great progress in 
his field. in addition, paul is also known for the software 
packages relaX and erelaXg coauthored with his phD 
advisor Dimitri Bertsekas. this software is widely used in 
industry and academia for research purposes.

paul’s loss has been a great blow to the University and the 
mathematics Department at a personal and academic level. 
he was admired for his creative work and productivity and 
well liked for his cheerful and friendly manner. he enjoyed 
close collaborations with numerous colleagues within the 
University and around the world. he served the University 
community as a conscientious and engaging instructor as 
well as a consultant on several research projects around 

campus, and he served the research community for many 
years as a hard-working editor for several top optimization 
journals.

within the past year there have been two international 
research conferences dedicated to paul’s life and work. one 
was held at the University of washington on may 9, 2010, 
with over 70 attendees from europe, canada, the Us, and 
china. this was closely followed by a second conference 
at fudan University in shanghai, china, on may 21. the 

speakers at this conference included many of 
the world leaders in numerical optimization.

paul was well known for his adventurous and 
unconventional travels, often using bicycle 
and kayak. in the years 1986–2008, he took 
long bicycle trips on several continents and 
kayaking trips on many major rivers. he 
kayaked for long distances (such as from 
laos to the mekong delta in vietnam and 
from prague to the Danube delta in roma-
nia), often mixing with local people on the 
way and sharing their lifestyles. he brought 
back many pictures and stories, which can be 

found at his website (www.math.washington.edu/~tseng/per-
sonal.html). his ambition was to kayak in all the major rivers 
of the world.

paul had several other nonprofessional interests. he was 
well known for his expert tennis game. he also had a strong 
interest in music, particularly in playing the piano, and in 
drawing, painting, pottery making and woodcarving. he 
spent a few summers drawing portraits in stanley park in 
vancouver, and he had a summer job making wood carvings 
of west coast animals. he was a minimalist in life, with a 
deeply held commitment to environmentalism and noble 
causes (he frequently “walked for hunger”), and he tended 
his garden and beautiful roses with great care.

we are saddened by paul’s sudden loss, but he clearly lived 
a full, rich, and productive life where he was loved and 
admired by many. he left this world a month shy of his 
50th birthday.

– Jim BuRke

pauL tseng
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inDiViDuaLs

The following is a list of our friends who have contributed to the Department between September 1, 2008, 
and October 15, 2010. Should you notice an error or omission in this list, please draw it to our attention 
by a telephone call or e-mail message to Mike Munz (206-543-1151 or munz@math.washington.edu).

our Donors

�� (continued on back cover)
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Mr. & Ms. Jeffrey Barr
Ms. Daisy J. Beach
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Mr. robert a. Beezer
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Ms. Bonnie c. Birch
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Mr. & Ms. Michael e. Brown
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Gifts to the Department
each year the Department receives gifts from its alumni and 
friends. these gifts are of immense value to us. they permit 
us to carry on important activities for our students and our 
scholarly work; for instance, they provide money for scholar-
ships, fellowships, and prizes for our students. they help to 
support events like mathday and the reU program. they support 
visits to our Department by distinguished mathematicians from 
around the country and the world. they give the Department 
a much-needed element of flexibility to meet special needs as 
they arise. for these contributions we are truly thankful, and we 
hope to continue enjoying the support of our many alumni and 
friends. if you are thinking of making a gift to the Department, 
or remembering the Department in your will, we invite you to 
discuss the matter with professor selim tuncel, the chair of the 
Department (206-543-1151 or chair@math.washington.edu), or 
Jeffrey walker of the advancement office in the college of arts 
and sciences (206-221-0590 or walkerjc@u.washington.edu). 
you can also visit our web site http://www.math.washington.edu 
and click on “giving to math.”
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